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Easy to use, a single control is used to slide the 

opaque and translucent woven stripes past each 

other. The same operation is used to raise or lower 

the window blind to any height in the window with 

ease, in the same way the classic roller blind would. 

The front layer moves independently of the back 

allowing the stripes to glide between each other 

creating an open and closed effect, with limitless 

light control.

Sliding the fabric into a closed 'opaque-opaque' 

position allows full privacy and an impressive 

block of beautiful fabric at your window, whilst the 

'translucent-opaque' position creates a stunning 

striped statement.

stylish practicality
contemporary shadingPartially Open | Opaque - Opaque

Closed | Opaque - Opaque | Privacy Blind

Closed | Translucent - Opaque

vision is an innovative new window blind that features two layers of  

translucent & opaque horizontal striped fabric



trendset the

The Vision blind combines the ideal 

balance of privacy and light control with 

the fashionable, eye-catching trend of bold 

stripes and colour blocking.

With a Vision blind you will enjoy the 

very best in quality, manufacture and 

design, along with the practicality of a low 

maintenance window blind.

The exceptional Vision range features sheer 

metallics, delicate subtle tones and natural 

wood weave effects, the perfect collection 

for any room in the home.

controlling the light while maintaining 
the view, create an impact with a fashionable vision blind

vision is a stylish fabric that gently filters & softens daylight 

whilst also offering you the option of  a privacy blind

verona
platinum

siena
biscuit

introducing ‘siena’ a new blackout vision 

fabric, perfect for bedrooms



tuscany
mink

contemporary
cool&



stylishseriously
The contemporary style of the 

Vision blind can be set off perfectly 

with an Open or Closed Cassette, 

which conceals the mechanism of 

the blind neatly. You have a number 

of ways to personalise the blind 

with the headrail; white or black to 

match or contrast with the fabric, 

the flat open cassette option or the 

fuller curved closed cassette and 

finally, with or without a matching 

fabric profile. The choice is yours!

bespoke details
sleek design

Open Cassette

Open Cassette with fabric insert

Closed Cassette

Closed Cassette with fabric insert

sorrento
luna

tuscany
white

florence oak



Verona range

Tuscany range

Sorrento range

Venice range

Milan range

Siena range (black out, flame retardant)

The Vision fabric collection features beautiful metallic lustre, natural woven 
wood effects, a fashionable selection of muted tones, striking tri-colour 
designs and now even a sleep friendly blackout fabric. A truly sophisticated 
range that is sure to work beautifully in any room in the home.

Capri Grey Capri BlackCapri Sand Capri Mink

Florence Maple Florence Oak Florence Teak Florence Walnut

Milan White Milan Ivory Milan Sand Milan Taupe

Capri range

Florence range

Venice White Venice Gold Venice BlackVenice Silver

Capri IvoryCapri Ice

Sorrento Luna Sorrento Sahara

Tuscany White Tuscany Ivory Tuscany EbonyTuscany Mink

Siena Cream Siena Biscuit Siena Pewter Siena CharcoalSiena White

Verona Platinum Verona Gold Verona Copper Verona BlackVerona White

a gorgeous range of  fabrics, 
colours & textures to suit any 

room in your home

vision blind
collection by louvolite®

the 

tuscany mink

capri sand

venice black

milan sand

sorrento sahara

siena biscuit



if  you have been inspired by any of  these gorgeous vision 
fabrics, then visit your local louvolite retailer or 

head to our website  for further information

www.louvolite.com


